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Keg Master Series 3 – Temperature Calibration/Modification 
 
In some instances the keg master series 3 kegerator may not be cold enough for 
your desired purpose.  Due to this reason there is simple method that you can use to 
modify the fridge and force it to go even lower than what the reading says on the 
front temperature display.  This can be done by putting a resistor over the 
temperature probe so the temperature will be lower than the existing temperature 
that reads on the display. 
 
The keg master series 3 comes with an NTC (negative temperature coefficient) 
temperature probe.  This means that the lower the recorded resistance over the 
probe, the higher the displayed temperature on the display.  So by putting a resistor 
over the probe (in parallel)  the resistance will be decreased, the circuit board will 
think that the temperature in the fridge is higher, and therefore make the fridge go 
down even lower in temperature than what it already is.  To perform this modification 
just follow the instructions below. 
 

1. Locate the temperature probe cage on the left hand wall (when you look 
inside the door) of the kegerator. (see picture below) 

 
 

2. Pry, the cage gently off the wall of the kegerator with a screwdriver to reveal 
the temperature probe underneath.  (see picture to the right) 
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3. Pull the probe out from the wall of the kegerator and unplug the probe. (see 
picture below) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Using a pair of wire strippers or pliers strip back a small amount of the 
insulation from the temperature probe wires. 

5. Using a soldering iron solder a *resistor across the wires (as shown in picture 
below) to the temperature probe wires. 

 
 
* Resistor selection 

Using a 100k ohm resistor will bring the fridge temperature down by approximately 
3oC lower than what the fridge was going down to before. 
 
Using a 33k ohm resistor will bring the fridge temperature down by approximately 
6oC lower than what the fridge was going down to before. 
 
The resistor should be at least 0.5 Watt rating or greater. 
 

6. Replace the temp probe, probe cage and use the fridge as normal.  On first 
usage be careful not to set the temperature on the front of the fridge too low 
or you might freeze the beer in your beer lines. 


